SPEAKER STAND
SUPPORT FS 104
SIGNATURE RANGE
CUSTOM DESIGN FOCUS ON SPEAKER STANDS, HIFI FURNITURE,
HIFI SUPPORTS, TABLES AND STANDS. BASICALLY, THEY KNOW
SPEAKERS, AND ANY FURNITURE YOU NEED TO STORE, STAND OR
INTEGRATE YOUR SPEAKERS, THEY HAVE YOU COVERED. THE FS
104 SIGNATURE RANGE IS NO EXCEPTION!
Custom Design describe their
priorities as product design and service
success. This is clear from the innovative
design of the FS 104 Signature Range.
These speaker stands are awesome! They
have a very industrial look, available
with a black or white central column, and
then chrome or brushed chrome satellite
columns. What’s really impressive is their
height, both for look and, of course, the
sound!
The central column of the FS 104
is made from ERW BS EN 10305-3 steel;
between this and the four satellite columns
around the corners of this stand, this is a
totally rigid, solid support. Your speakers are
going to be secure, and just as importantly,
no sound is going to be absorbed and lost.
The main column can be loaded with sand or
Custom Design’s own Inert Filler to affect
the sound quality. We’d highly recommend
you do this – without inert filler in the
central column, the sound quality from our
speakers was fine, but after adding filler to
the column, any unwanted resonance was
absorbed, and the sound was impressively
rich! Custom Design recommends two bags
for the best result.
The acoustic top and base plates
are just as carefully designed as the stand
columns: laser precision cut but hand
finished, these plates are designed to have

a minimal impact on sound quality. The
plates are made from 4mm steel and are
available in different sizes (top plates:
165mm x 180mm, 150mm x 180mm or
190mm x 240mm. Base plates: 220mm x
260mm or 240mm x 320mm), to best suit
your speakers and keep them secure. The
overall stand itself is available at a height of
either 510mm (20”) or 610mm (24”), but
custom heights are available on request.
M8 Zinc Plated base isolation spikes are
supplied with the FS 104 Signature Range
as standard, but floor protectors cost extra.
All in all, these stands are extremely
solid and steady, designed to remove
anything that would absorb, dampen or
hinder the quality of your sound. They
allow your sound to play with clarity, with
incredible bass and fantastic dynamics.
If you’re serious about sound quality,
these speakers are worth checking out! They
can take your sound experience to whole
new levels. If you’re a casual hobbyist,
these might be a bit pricey (even the
optional floor protectors will set you back
an additional £39.99 for a set of eight), but
if you mean business, you should at least try
these stands and see for yourself!

RRP
£209.99

http://customdesign.co.uk/FS104-signature-speakerCDsp4301-stands-isolation-support-Speaker-StandHiFi-Furniture-HiFi-Supports-HiFi-Stand-HiFiTable-FS104-Signature-Speaker-Stand-support-hifisupport-HiFi-Stand-HiFi-Table-HiFi-Isolation-StandStudio-Monitor-Speaker-Stands-Custom-B
PROS
Incredible improvement
on sound quality
Steady, secure base
Durable stands

Range of size and height
options

CONS
Requires Inert Filler for
optimum sound, which
costs extra.
Floor protectors cost
extra

Not many colour
options
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